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SUMMARY
The main contribution of the paper is the development of a new modeling approach,
termed ”Risk-Neutral Distribution Method”, for credit risk exposure, including Peak
Exposure, Expected Exposure and Credit Value Adjustment. It provides an alterna-
tive to the quasi-standard Monte-Carlo simulation method in the financial industry.
The method first derives the risk-neutral moments of the underlying security’s re-
turn using the Bakshi-Kapadia-Madan (BKM) method, with option prices as inputs.
It then translates such moments into risk-neutral distribution using Normal Inverse
Gaussian distribution or Variance Gamma distribution. To the best of my knowl-
edge, this is the first time that it is applied in credit risk measurement. This study
establishes that the Risk-Neutral Distribution Method can be used to value deriva-
tives, and to measure the credit risk on such derivatives. Furthermore, we illustrate
the Risk-Neutral Distribution Method using a simple equity forward to demonstrate
its application with real world data. It is shown that the alternative method produces
similar results to the simulation method with the underlying following a Heston or
CEV process. The beauty of the alternative is that it explicitly considers all four
moments and it enables us to analyze the effect of return distribution on credit risk.
Keywords: BKM method, Risk-neutral moments, Normal Inverse Gaussian, Credit
Risk Exposure, Credit Value Adjustment, prudential valuation
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The main contribution of the paper is the development of a new modeling method
for credit risk exposure, which provides an alternative to the quasi-standard Monte-
Carlo simulation method that is widely used in the financial industry.
After the 2008 financial crisis, regulators around the world, particularly those in
Europe, started to establish new standards to stabilize the financial system. One
notable development is Basel III which introduces an additional capital charge to
cover the counter-party risk to OTC derivatives. To better manage the credit risk
under the new regulation and changing financial landscape, the industry adopted
the Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) to obtain the market value of counter-party
credit risk. Although CVA had appeared before the financial crisis, for example [Zhu
and Pykhtin, 2007] gave a CVA modeling guide, it was only after the widening of
credit spreads of major banks that its importance was officially recognized. On 13
July 2013 , European Banking Authority (EBA) released the latest public consulta-
tion paper [EBA, 2013] on Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS), setting out the
requirements on prudent valuation adjustments of fair valued positions. The objec-
tive of these standards is to determine prudent values that can achieve a high degree
of certainty (90% confidence level) while taking into account the dynamic nature of
trading book positions. The consultation ran until 8 October 2013 and the final-
ized proposal will be submitted to European Commission in the second quarter of
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2014. We can identify two categories of Additional Valuation Adjustment (AVA)
stemming from the valuation: one from market data represented by Market Price
Uncertainties, another is Model Risk. Regarding the Model Risk AVA calculation,
the third clause of Article 11- Calculation of Model risk AVA of [EBA, 2013] states:
... Where possible institutions shall calculate the model risk AVA by
determining a range of plausible valuations produced from alternative
appropriate modeling and calibration approaches. In this case, institu-
tions shall estimate a point within the resulting range of valuations where
it is 90% confident it could exit the valuation exposure at that price or
better.
For many products such as FX, equity and fixed income, alternative models exist
for a long time. However, the alternative valuation of CVA, and more generally of
credit risk exposure, is not an easy problem. Before the implementation of Basel
III, banks seemed to be comfortable with one valuation method of CVA. However,
with the arrival of Basel III and EBA regulation on Model Risk AVA, banks start
to feel the need to find alternative CVA valuation models.
In this paper, we describe the definition and mainstream valuation method, and pro-
pose an alternative valuation method of CVA and credit risk exposure for financial
products like forward and swap. The proposed method adapts the method to extract
model-free risk-neutral moments from options prices developed by Bakshi, Kapadia
and Madan (BKM) in [Bakshi et al., 2003]. After its initial publication in 2003, the
BKM method was widely cited by many researchers. For example, there is literature
on using risk-neutral moments to predict future returns of the underlying stocks (see
[Panigirtzoglou and Skiadopoulos, 2002] and [Neumann and Skiadopoulos, 2011] for
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example). Other studies have used distances of implied moments relative to physi-
cal or empirical moments to form trading strategies with a view to make arbitrage
profits. In addition, there is growing evidence of the predictability of returns using
skewness obtained by BKM method. However, to the best of my knowledge, it is
the first time the BKM method is used to construct alternative CVA and credit risk
measurement.
In the simulation method, the model of underlying process can be Heston model
or any other model that improve on Black-Scholes by considering fatter tails and
skewness. On the other hand, the BKM explicitly considers all four moments. One
advantage is that it enables us to analyze the impact of change in return skew-
ness/kurtosis on credit risk exposure. While having merits such as explicit usage of
first four moments, usage of all option data as input and simplicity of calculation,
it is worth noting that the proposed alternative method has its own limitations and
further research is anticipated.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we briefly review the
BKM method, NIG /VG class of densities and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions,
and present the main results obtained by analysis and comparison between those
approaches. Chapter 3 describes the different credit exposure and the existing meth-
ods of valuation. Chapter 4 suggests an alternative modeling based on risk-neutral
distributions extracted from Chapter 2. We also provide an empirical illustration in




Distribution from Option Prices
In an arbitrage-free world the price of a derivative is the discounted expectation of
the future payoff under a risk neutral-measure. Therefore, the pricing formula has
three key ingredients: the discount rate, the payoff function, and the risk-neutral
distribution. Several approaches have been developed to characterize or estimate
the risk-neutral distribution measure in literature. Broadly speaking they can be
categorized as:
1. Direct modeling of the shape of the risk-neutral distribution (see [Rubinstein,
1996], [Jackwerth and Rubinstein, 1996], among others)
2. Differentiating the pricing function of options twice with respect to strike price
(see [Breeden and Litzenberger, 1978], [Longstaff, 1995], among others)
3. Specifying a parametric stochastic process driving the price of the underlying
asset and the change of probability measure (see [Chernov and Ghysels, 2000]
among others).
These approaches range from purely nonparametric (e.g.[Rubinstein, 1996]) to para-
metric [Chernov and Ghysels, 2000]. In this paper, we employ a parametric method
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to model directly the shape of the risk-neutral distribution, with known risk-neutral
moments obtained via the Bakshi-Kapadia-Madan method as inputs.
2.1 The BKM method
In this chapter, we will estimate the higher moments of the risk-neutral density
function of the τ -period log return. The τ -period log return is defined as





The method can be summarized as the following:
1. To obtain the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of R(t, τ), it is sufficient
to obtain the first 4 risk-neutral moments, namely
EQ[R(t, τ)],EQ[R(t, τ)2],EQ[R(t, τ)3],EQ[R(t, τ)4]
2. Each of the moment above can be viewed as a payoff at maturity t+ τ and is
a function of underlying. Here we rely on a well-known result: any payoff as a
function of underlying can be spanned and priced using an explicit positioning
across option strikes [Carr and Madan, 2001]. For example, a forward can be
decomposed as a long call and a short put with same strike. A call spread
can be decomposed as a long call with lower strike and a short call with
higher strike. For a more complicated payoff, we need more options with
different strikes to replicate the payoff. However, this can be done given some
smoothness conditions.
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To explain in detail, we use the results in [Bakshi et al., 2003] which show that one
can express the τ -maturity price of a security that pays the quadratic, cubic, and









































where Vt(τ),Wt(τ), Xt(τ) are the time t prices of τ -maturity quadratic, cubic, and
quartic contracts, respectively. Ct(τ ;K) and Pt(τ ;K) are the time t prices of Euro-
pean calls and puts written on the underlying stock with strike price K and expira-
tion τ periods from time t. As the equations show, the procedure involves using a
weighted sum of out-of-the-money options across varying strike prices to construct
the prices of payoffs related to the second, third and fourth moments of log returns.
Using the prices of these contracts, standard moment definitions suggest that the
risk-neutral moments can be calculated as
V ARQt (τ) =e
rτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2 (2.4)
SKEWQt (τ) =
erτWt(τ)− 3µt(τ)2erτVt(τ) + 2µt(τ)3
[erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2]3/2] (2.5)
KURTQt (τ) =
erτXt(τ)− 4µt(τ)Wt(τ) + 6µt(τ)2erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)4
[erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2]2 (2.6)
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where µt(τ) = e
rτ − 1 − 1
2!




2.2.1 Bias and Approximation Error Reduction
BKM method requires option prices of a continuum of strikes which is impossible
to obtain from the market. To use the method, we must discretize the integration
in the above formulas. In general, the option prices with different strikes are not
abundant, which can create bias and increase approximation error. To reduce such
error, we interpolate across the implied volatilities to obtain a continuum of implied
volatilities as function of delta. In line with [Neumann and Skiadopoulos, 2011], we
interpolate on a delta grid with 981 grid points ranging from 0.01 to 0.99 using a
cubic smoothing spline. We discard option data with deltas above 0.99 and below
0.01 as these correspond to deep OTM options that are not actively traded. We
make sure that for each maturity there are options with deltas below 0.25 and above
0.75 in order to span a wide range of moneyness regions. If this requirement is not
satisfied, we discard the respective maturity from the sample. As we obtain more
options for a wider range of strikes in integration (2.1),(2.2) and (2.3), both the
discretization error and truncation error described in [Jiang and Tian, 2005] will be
reduced.
Finally, we convert the delta grid and the corresponding constant maturity implied
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volatilities to the associated strikes and option prices using Merton’s (1973) model.
Then, we compute the moments by evaluating the integrals in formula (2.1),(2.2)
and (2.3) using trapezoidal approximation.
2.3 From Risk-neutral Moments to Risk-neutral
Distribution
2.3.1 The Generalized Hyperbolic Distribution
[Barndorff-Nielsen, 1977] introduced Generalized Hyperbolic distribution to study
aeolian sand deposits. [Eberlein and Keller, 2004] first applied these distributions
in a financial context. The Generalized Hyperbolic(GH) distribution is a normal
variance-mean mixture where the mixture is a Generalized Inverse Gaussian (GIG)
distribution. As the name suggests it has a general form whose subclasses include,
among others: (1) the Student’s t-distribution, (2) the Laplace distribution, (3) the
hyperbolic distribution, (4) the normal-inverse Gaussian distribution and the (5)
variance-gamma distribution (see [Eberlein and Hammerstein, 2004]). The density
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where Kp(z) is a modified Bessel function of the third kind with index p and the
five parameters α, β, µ, b, p satisfy condition a > |β|, µ, p ∈ R, and b > 0.
The GH distribution class is a desirable class for the purpose of risk-neutral dis-
tribution approximation because of its particular properties as follows. First, it is
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sufficient to characterize the GH distribution with five parameters. Second, the GH
distribution is closed under linear transformations. Third, due to its semi-heavy
tails property which the normal distribution does not possess, GH distribution has
many applications in the fields of modeling financial markets and risk management
[Ghysels and Wang, 2011].
2.3.2 NIG and VG Distribution Classes
When the first four moments of risk-neutral distribution are known, we rely mainly
on two subclasses of GH distribution to approximate the risk-neutral distribution:
the Normal-inverse Gaussian distribution and the Variance Gamma (VG) distribu-
tion, since both types of distribution can be completely characterized uniquely by
its first four moments.
According to [Ghysels and Wang, 2011], the NIG distribution is obtained from the
GH distribution by letting p = 1
2
, and we have the following results:
Proposition 1. Denote by M,V, S,K the mean, variance, skewness and excess
kurtosis of a NIG(α, β, µ, b) random variable with a > |β|, µ ∈ R, and b > 0. Then





V −1/2, β =
3S
D
V −1/2, µ = M − 3S
D + S2






VG distribution is obtained by keeping a > |β|, µ ∈ R, p > 0 fixed and letting b go
to 0.
Proposition 2. Denote by M,V, S,K the mean, variance, skewness and excess
kurtosis of a VG(α, β, µ, p) random variable with a > |β|, µ ∈ R, and p > 0. Then
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the parameters can be identified only if K > 3
2




(C − 1)R3 + (7C − 6)R2 + (7C − 9)R+C = 0 has unique solution in (0, 1), denoted
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According to [Ghysels and Wang, 2013], NIG and VG distribution have very similar
properties and performance in terms of option pricing. We may prefer VG over NIG
as it has a slightly larger feasible region. However, both distributions have the same
weakness that their feasible regions are still not large enough to cover all option
pricing applications we encountered. This fact encourages us to think about a new
family of distributions which can accommodate a wider range of skewness-kurtosis
combinations, and we leave this as a topic for future research.
2.3.3 A-type Gram-Charlier Expansions
The key idea of these expansions is to write the characteristic function of the distri-
bution whose probability density function is F to be approximated in terms of the
characteristic function of a distribution with known and suitable properties, and to
recover F through the inverse Fourier transform [Ghysels and Wang, 2011].
Let f be the characteristic function of a distribution. The density function of this
distribution is F , and κr its cumulants. We expand in terms of a known distribution
(generally normal distribution) with probability density function Ψ, characteristic











And we find for F the formal expansion by using the properties of Fourier Transform








We choose Ψ as the normal density with mean and variance as given by F . Hence,
mean µ = κ1 and variance σ
2 = κ2, then the expansion becomes















By expanding the exponential and collecting terms according to the order of the
derivatives, we arrive at the Gram-Charlier A series. If we include only the first two
correction terms to the normal distribution, we obtain
























with Hermite polynomials H3(x) = x
3 − 3x and H4(x) = x4 − 6x2 + 3.
The major drawback of A-type Gram-Charlier Expansions is that this expression is
not guaranteed to be positive, and is therefore not a valid probability distribution.
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2.3.4 Feasible Domain
From the previous sections we see that not all combinations of first four moments
can identify a VG distribution, a NIG distribution or an A-type Gram-Charlier
Expansions. The first Proposition indicates that the range of excess kurtosis and
skewness admitted by the NIG distribution is DNIG ≡ {(K,S2) : 3K > 5S2}, which
is referred to as the feasible domain of the NIG distribution. Similarly, the feasible
domain of the VG distribution read from the second Proposition is DV G ≡ {(K,S2) :
2K > 3S2}. Clearly, DNIG ⊆ DV G.
The Feasible Domain of A-type Gram-Charlier Expansions, denoted by DA−GCE, is
obtained via the dialytic method of Sylvester [Wang, 2001] for finding the common
zeros for A-type Gram-Charlier expansion.
Since the proposed method relies on the approximated risk-neutral distribution, it
is crucial to know whether the range of moments that are extracted from market
option prices fall within the feasible domain. To this end, we used S&P 500 option
data from 2008 to 2011 on a rolling basis for 30 days to maturity.
The Figure 2.1 plot daily kurtosis-squared skewness pairs. All data points below the
line are admissible, all those above are not. The area below the solid red line and
above x-axis is the feasible domain DNIG; below the dotted blue line is the feasible
domain DV G; below the dotted green line is DA−GCE. Lastly the region above the
solid blue line, the upper bound which represents the largest possible skewness-
kurtosis combination of any random variable, is the impossible region. The formula
for impossible region is given by {S2 > K + 2}.
We define the coverage rate to be the percentage of combinations of moments that
are in the feasible region. Among 3786 observed values, the VG feasible region covers
12























Fig. 2.1: S&P 500 index options from 2008 to 2011: 30 days to maturity
66.45%. When it comes to the NIG distribution coverage rate, we have a slight drop
to 57.78%. However for A-type Gram-Charlier Expansions, it is not satisfactory at
all: less than 10% can be used to construct risk-neutral distribution. It is clear from
2.1 that Gram-Charlier expansion almost never works.
It should also be noted that a few data points are in the impossible region according
to the figures in the last column of Table 2.1. We attribute this fact to estimation
error in the moments.
The advantages of using the NIG/VG family over the A-type Gram-Charlier Ex-
pansions are evident. First, NIG/VG has much larger feasible domain than A-type
13
Maturity Observations VG NIG A-GCE Impossible Region
30 days 3786 66.45% 57.78% 9.28% 1
Table 2.1: Coverage ratio of VG, NIG , A-GCE distributions for SPX from 2008 to
2011.
Gram-Charlier expansion; secondly, NIG/VG class is easier to compute and is a
proper density; lastly, the parameters of NIG/VG family can be solved in a closed
form using the moments of the distribution, which facilitates parameter estimation
since we are able to obtain the first four moments using BKM method.
At first sight, VG seems more appealing than NIG class since it has larger feasible.
However, NIG is easier to implement. This is because in the transforming process
from first four moments to distribution parameters, VG class requires solving a order
3 polynomial equation (see Proposition 2), while NIG class is more direct. As to the
risk-neutral distribution modeling power of VG and NIG class, we leave to future




After the Global Financial Crisis, financial institutions put more emphasis on the
credit risk related to trading contracts. One of the most significant developments is
the Credit Value Adjustment (CVA) which modifies the fair value of a trade by a
proper amount to reflect the embedded counter-party credit risk.
Counter-party credit risk is the risk that the counter-party of a financial contract
will default prior to the expiration of the contract and will not make all the payments
stated in the contract. The over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives and security bor-
rowing and lending (SBL) transactions are subject to counter-party risk. There are
two features that set counter-party risk apart from more traditional forms of credit
risk: the uncertainty of exposure and bilateral nature of credit risk. [Canabarro and
Duffie, 2003] provide an excellent introduction to the subject.
In this chapter, we focus on two main issues: modeling credit exposure and valuation
of credit value adjustment (CVA). We will define credit exposure at both contract
and counter-party level and present a framework for modeling credit exposure. We
will also present CVA as the price of counter-party credit risk and discuss approaches
to its calculation. From a economical point of view, this adjustment is necessary as
the Credit Default Swap spread increased significantly after 2008 Global Financial
Crisis. For example, without CVA, an interest swap trade with an AAA counter-
party would have the same swap rate hence the same value as a BBB counter-party.
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But it is easy to see that if the interest rate goes against counter-party and the
counter-party defaults, the bank loses money. As a result, the trade value with a
BBB rating counter-party should be marked down a certain level as compared to an
AAA counter-party.
To better understand CVA, we start with some basic Credit Exposure Measures.
For detailed explanation, one can refer to [Zhu and Pykhtin, 2007]
3.1 Definition of Credit Exposure Measures
3.1.1 Replacement Value (RV)
To analyze credit risk impact in the financial industry, it is assumed that the bank
enters into a contract with another counter-party in order to maintain the same
position. As a result, the loss arising from the counter-party’s default is determined
by the contract’s replacement cost or value at the time of default.
It is evident that the Replacement Value (RV) at time t, denoted by E(t), is positive
only when the counter-party owes money to the bank, otherwise it would be zero.
Denoting the value of contract i at time t as Vi(t), the contract-level RV is given by
E(t) = V +i (t)
In general, the counter-party level exposure (without netting) is equal to the sum






Such exposure can be largely reduced by means of netting agreements. A netting
agreement states that in the event of default, transactions with negative value can be
used to offset the ones with positive value and only the net positive value represents







In the most general case, several netting agreements co-exist. If we denote the
kth netting agreement with a counter-party as NAk, then the counter-party-level









However, in most of the cases there is only one netting agreement with one counter-
party and we use E(t) = [
∑
i Vi(t)]
+ in the following discussion.
Since the contract value changes over time as the market moves, the Replacement
Value E(t) is a random variable depending on market factors. As a result, it cannot
be used directly to measure credit risk. However, the Replacement Value is still
an important concept, because almost all credit risk measures are based on RV as
defined in the following sections.
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3.1.2 Potential Future Exposure (PFE)
Potential Future Exposure (PFE) is the maximum amount of exposure expected to
occur on a future date at a given level of confidence. For example, Bank A may have
a 97.5% confident, 12-month PFE of 6 million. A way of saying this is, ”12-months
into the future, we are 97.5% confident that our gain in the swap will be 6 million or
less, such that a default by our counterparty at the time will expose us to a credit
loss of 6 million or less.”
PFE is analogous to Value-at-Risk (VaR) except that while VaR is an exposure due
to a market loss, PFE is a credit exposure due to a gain; while VaR refers to a short-
term horizon (measured by days), PFE often looks years into the future (measured
by years).
The curve PFE(t) represents the exposure profile up to the final maturity of the




In most of the banks, the maximum likely level α is set to be 95%. Hence, PFE
can be viewed as 95%-quantile of E(t) over the life a trade. Other percentile is
also possible like 97.5% if the bank is more prudent/conservative in its credit risk
management. The maximum value of PFE(t) over the life a trade is referred to as
the Maximum Peak Exposure (MPE) or Maximum Likely Exposure (MLE).
PFE(MLE) plays an important role in the financial industry. The overall risk ap-
petite of an bank can be translated into several risk measures in which PFE is an
important one. For example, the uncollateralized trade limit with a counter-party
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is set on the PFE of the trade portfolio with that counter-party (the collateralized
trade limit amount is measured by Close-Out, another risk measure that is not dis-
cussed in the paper). Risk Officers, vested with trade approval authority, authorize
execution of trades based on the PFE of the trade and predefined PFE limit with the
counter-party. A trade with high PFE has higher chance to be rejected by Risk Of-
ficers and hence front office business will have to alter the trade structure, typically
by reducing the trade size.
3.1.3 Expected Exposure (EE)
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) defines Expected Exposure
as the probability-weighted average exposure estimated to exist on a future date
before the longest maturity in the portfolio.





3.1.4 Effective Expected Exposure (EPE)
Effective Expected Exposure is the time-weighted average of the expected exposure







The integral is performed over the entire exposure horizon time interval starting
from today (time 0) to the exposure horizon end date T .
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3.1.5 Credit Value Adjustment (CVA)
As explained in the beginning of the chapter, before 2008 Global Financial Crisis it
was standard practice in the industry to mark derivatives contracts to market with-
out adjustment to the credit-worthiness of the counter-party. Although collateral
is required for risky counter-parties, the credit risk is not reflected in the valuation
of the contract. After the crisis where the credit spread of big banks increases sig-
nificantly, credit value adjustment (CVA) comes into play. By definition, CVA is
the difference between the old portfolio value and the true portfolio value that takes
into account the possibility of a counter-party’s default. In other words, CVA is the
market value of counter-party credit risk.
If we denote by R the recovery rate when the counter-party defaults and τ the time




where T is the maturity of the longest transaction in the portfolio, Bt is the money
market process. Unilateral CVA is given by the risk-neutral expectation of the
discounted loss:






E(τ)|τ = t]dPD(0, t)
where PD(s, t) is the risk-neutral probability of counter-party default between times
s and t. These probabilities can be obtained from the term structure of credit-default
swap (CDS) spreads.
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The expectation of the discounted exposure at time t in the equation above is con-
ditional on counter-party default occurring at time t. This conditioning is not in-
significant because it is a possible to have dependence between the exposure and
counter-party credit quality. This dependence is called right/wrong-way risk. The
right/wrong-way risk could be significant for commodity, credit and equity deriva-
tives but less prominent for FX and interest rate contracts. It is common practice
in the industry to assume independence between exposure and counter-party credit
quality for FX and interest rate contracts.
In the following discussion, we assume independence between exposure and counter-
party’s credit quality. This is legitimate as most of banks’ counter-party credit risk
has originated from interest-rate derivatives. We assume further zero interest rate to
simplify calculation. Under such assumption, the definition of CVA becomes nothing
but




where EE*(t) is the risk-neutral discounted expected exposure (EE) given by
EE∗(t) = EQ[E(t)]
which is now independent of counter-party default event.
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3.2 Credit Exposure Measurement Methods
Generally two types of methods exist in Credit-Exposure Measurement just as in
derivative valuation: analytic method and simulation method. The first one is easy
to calculate but has limited applying scope. The second one is harder to implement
but can be applied to a much more general case. Simulation method can work with
different underlying process as well.
3.2.1 Black-Scholes Closed Form Method
In the financial industry, the Black-Scholes method serves as a quick tool for credit
risk bench-marking but not the main method. This is mainly because Expected
Exposure EE∗(t) can be computed analytically only at the contract level for several
simple cases. We use the following two examples as illustration.
Forward Suppose client sells a forward to a bank with maturity T and forward
price F = S0e
rT . The underlying is St and volatility σ. Hence by Martingale Pricing
Theory, the Replacement Value would be
E(t) = (EQ[e−r(T−t)(ST − S0erT )|St])+
= (St − S0ert)+
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And the MLE has the following closed form and approximation
MLE(t) = ert[S0e














when r is small. And the EE has the following closed form and approximation,
where φ(x) is density of standard normal distribution.
EE(t) = E[E(t)]























European Option Replacement Value of a single European option is
E(t) = VEO(t, St, T,K)
because European option value VEO(t, St, T,K) is always positive, where St is the
underling value, T the maturity and K the strike.
Suppose we assume a Black-Scholes model, then the distribution of St is known and
hence the distribution of VEO(t, St, T,K) for any time t. With the distribution of RV,
we can calculate all other measures. In addition, we can use Monte-Carlo to evaluate
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the credit exposure. But we can have close form approximation formula of the MLE
just as for Forward transaction. Suppose a bank sells a At-the-Money-Forward
call option to a county-party, as E(t) = VEO(t, St, T, r,K = S0e
rT ) is an increasing
function of St, the 95% percentile of E(t) is hit when St arrives at its 95% percentile.
As a result, we can use the approximation VEO(t, St, T, r, ,K = S0e
rT ) ≈ St − erT .
In this case, following the MLE deduction of a forward contract,














By contrast, the Expected Exposure is much easier to calculate because E(t) is
always positive and we can make use of the tower property:
E[E+(t)] = E[E(t)] = E[E[e−r(T−t)(ST−K)+|St]] = E[e−r(T−t)(ST−K)+] = ertVEO(0, S0)
Shortcomings of Closed Form Method The Closed Form approximation pro-
vides us a quick way of bench-marking the credit exposure results. However, the
drawbacks can be easily seen.
1. Limited available process: The close form only exists for very simple process
like log-normal.
2. This method cannot handle easily correlation between trades.
3. It is difficult to aggregate exposure of a portfolio of trades since they have
different maturities.
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3.2.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation Modeling Framework
In this section, we describe a general framework for calculating the potential future
exposure on the OTC derivative products. Such a framework is necessary for banks
to compare exposure against limits, to price and hedge counter-party credit risk
and to calculate economic and regulatory capital. The exposure framework outlined
herein is universal because it allows one to calculate the entire exposure distribution
at any future date.
The following framework to be described is the de facto industrial standard of han-
dling credit exposure calculation. It can be summarized as the following three steps:
1. Scenario Simulation. Future market scenarios are simulated for a fixed set
of simulation dates. It is possible to use different models for different asset
classes and risk factors.
2. Individual Trade Valuation. For each simulation date and for each realiza-
tion of the underlying asset/ risk factors, valuation is performed for each trade
in the counter-party portfolio. The valuation may use Longstaff backward val-
uation method as for American Options when some trades are path-dependent
[Longstaff and Schwartz, 2001].
3. Portfolio-level Aggregation. For each simulation date and for each real-
ization of the underlying market risk factors, counter-party-level exposure is
obtained using statistics and by applying necessary netting rules. The result
of this process is a set of realizations of counter-party-level exposure (each
realization corresponds to one market scenario) at each simulation date.
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Fig. 3.1: Portfolio Exposure Market-to-Market Simulation
For a bank with a huge amount of portfolio, the computational intensity required
to calculate counter-party exposure is significant. As a result, compromises are
usually made with regard to the number of simulation dates and/or the number of
simulation scenarios. A common practice now is to limit the number of scenarios
to a few thousand. In addition, the simulation dates to calculate credit exposure
usually sparse out in the longer future, namely daily or weekly intervals up to several
months, then monthly up to a year and yearly up to five years, etc (for more details,
see [Zhu and Pykhtin, 2006] and [Cesari et al., 2009]). A concrete example is given
in chapter 4.
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3.3 Typical Skew Models
In Black-Scholes model, the volatility term is a constant and hence unable to capture
the skew effect of the implied volatility. To remedy this problem, a few models are
developed and used in the financial industry, which are typically referred as skew
models.
Stochastic Volatility Model As the name suggests, in stochastic volatility model
the volatility term is no longer constant but a stochastic process σt. There are many
formulation of the stochastic vol, one of the representative in Equities modeling is






dvt = κ(θ − vt)dt+ λ√vtStdW vt
µ is the rate of return of the asset. θ is the long term variance average price variance;
as t tends to infinity, the expected value of vt tends to θ. κ is the rate at which vt
reverts to θ, and is called ”speed”. λ is volatility of the volatility; it determines the




t are Brownians with correlation ρ.
Local Volatility Model Amid many stochastic volatility models, there is one
particular type whose volatility term depends only on time and the underlying price.
That is
σt = σ(t, St)
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where σ(t, x) is a two dimensional constant function. One common choice is σ(t, x) =
αtx
βt , and the corresponding model is called (time-dependent) CEV model [Lo et al.,
2000] which satisfies the following dynamics:
dSt = µStdt+ αtS
βt
t dWt
The time-dependent parameters satisfy the conditions αt ≥ 0, βt ≥ 0 βt controls the
relationship between volatility and price.
The leverage effect refers to the negative correlation between asset’s volatility and the
asset’s returns. Typically, rising asset prices are accompanied by declining volatility,
and vice versa. The term ”leverage” refers to a plausible economic interpretation of
this phenomenon: as asset prices decline, companies become mechanically more
leveraged since the relative value of their debt rises relative to that of their equity.
As a result, it is natural to expect that their stock becomes riskier, hence more
volatile. When βt < 1 we see the leverage effect, commonly observed in equity




In this chapter we combine the elements described in previous two chapters and
propose an alternative credit exposure and CVA modeling. It has its own limitations
and further improvements are foreseeable. However, it is a breakthrough in terms
of the way it approaches the valuation problem.
4.1 Method Description
As we can see from the calculation of CVA in chapter 3, the most volatile part is
expected exposure. The Probability of Default is very stable relative to EE as long
as the credit rating of the counter-party remains unchanged. However, EE may
fluctuate very often as new trades may be entering into portfolio, old trades expire
or market has violent movements.
Whenever we calculate PFE, EE or EPE, the key element is the distribution of
the risk factors. Hence all questions boil down to a single key word: risk-neutral
distribution. With the risk-neutral distribution estimation method described in
Chapter 2, we are now in a perfect position to evaluate risk measures and hence
CVA. It is best to illustrate the method with one simple example below.
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4.2 Four Method Comparison: Equity Forward
The artificial case is that a bank has one equity forward trade with J.P. Morgan
Chase (JPM) as counter-party, with Apple Inc. as underlying stock and 6 month’s
maturity. The bank is US-based so there will be no foreign exchange risk. The four
methods to be compared are
1. Black-Scholes closed form method
2. Simulation method with stochastic volatility model (Heston)
3. Simulation method with local volatility model (CEV)
4. Risk-neutral distribution method.
The purpose of introducing two types of skew models in simulation method is that
they can be benchmark of each other.
Data Source We collect the option data from Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE) Delayed Option Chains section (see http://www.cboe.com/delayedquote/
QuoteTableDownload.aspx). The price is end of day closing price.
We filter the data according to the following conditions:
1. First, we incorporate only options with non-zero bid prices and premium,
measured as the midpoint of best bid and offer.
2. Second, we discard options with implied volatility greater than 100%.
3. Third, we discard options with zero open interest.
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4. Lastly, we also discard options violating [Merton, 1973] arbitrage bounds: c >
(S − PV (K))+ and p > (PV (K)− S)+ , where c/p are the call/put prices, S
is the current underlying price and PV(K) the present value of strike.
The data filtering ensures that the price data used for calculation has liquidity, is
arbitrage free hence reflects the true market prices.
Volatility Surface With the data, we first construct volatility surface shown as
below. As with many equities, the volatility smirk is prominent in the graph.
Fig. 4.1: Non-parametric Estimation of Implied Volatility Surface: Apple.Inc
We noticed that the volatility decreases as maturity grows for almost every strike.
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This observation is important as we will show why our method offers a better mea-
surement of credit exposure than Black-Scholes closed form approximation.
Heston Calibration and Simulation We calibrate the Heston model by mini-
mizing the distance between the sum of squares of selective implied volatility surface
points. We used 12 point calibration in our case with 4 different maturities and 3
different strikes. The calibrated parameters are shown as below:
Current Instant Variance Speed Long-term Variance Vol of Vol Correlation
0.1145 33.0873 0.0694 0.4443 -0.8631
Table 4.1: Heston Calibration Parameters
The current instant volatility is 0.3384 =
√
0.1145 very much in line with what is
shown in the volatility surface. The long-term volatility is 0.2634 =
√
0.0694 is also
consistent with what is observed in the volatility surface. The mean-reverting speed
of variance is around 33, indicating a relatively fast reduction on volatility. The
negative correlation of -0.8631 is also consistent with the leverage effect observed in
equity market.
With the parameters, we simulate the underlying price movement using Heston
Process. The risk-neutral distribution obtained is shown by Figure 4.2 using non-
parametric kernel density estimation. Different colors are used to represent distri-
bution at different dates.
As we observe, the distribution becomes flatter as maturity grows as the diffusion
effect becomes more pronounced.
CEV Calibration and Simulation We calibrate the CEV model for different
maturities, and obtained 5 pairs of parameters as in Table 4.2
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Table 4.2: CEV Calibration Parameters
We can observe that αt decreases as t increases. This is in line with the volatil-
ity surface The βt increases slightly, corresponding to less pronounced skew effect
observed in the volatility surface.
Risk-neutral Moments Using the BKM method described in Chapter 2, we
obtain the four moments in Table 4.3
We have many insights from the extracted risk-neutral moments:
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Maturity(Yr) Mean Variance Skew Kurtosis Annual. Vol
0.1068 -0.0085 0.0205 -2.2062 16.0491 0.4379
0.1918 -0.0066 0.0169 -0.8739 10.8481 0.2965
0.2740 -0.0090 0.0230 -0.4034 5.1972 0.2895
0.3589 -0.0118 0.0303 -0.5843 7.3614 0.2907
0.6055 -0.0215 0.0547 -0.4995 4.4439 0.3007
Table 4.3: Risk-neutral Moments of Different Maturities
1. The calculated risk-neutral mean are close to zero. In fact according to risk-
neutral pricing theory, they should be equal to the risk-free rate. However
in our case, the risk-free rate is low(0.84%) , hence we attribute the small
difference to the numerical error. In our risk measure calculation, we reset the
mean to the product of risk-free rate and maturity time. However, the result
does change significantly.
2. As maturity increases, variance increases quadratically. The hypothesis can
be confirmed by the calculation of ”annualized volatility” (square root of an-
nualized variance) on the last column which fluctuates around 0.30. The 30%
annualized volatility is also consistent with what we observed from the volatil-
ity surface.
Case I: The bank buys the forward. First of all, we select a time vector
{0.1068, 0.1918, 0.2740, 0.3589, 0.6055} years
to be the ”risk profile dates” on which we would like to construct risk profile. These
points correspond to the date where the option data are available on exchange. This
is to simplify the calculation and for illustration purpose. For the case where the
option data is not available, please refer to the section ”Practical Issues” below.
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When the bank buys a forward, using the conclusion in the end of last chapter, we
have








From the simulation of Heston model, we can obtain easily 95% percentile of the
simulated payoffs for each risk profile date by looking into the stored paths. It is
sufficient to group all the simulated values at each risk profile date and calculate
the 95% percentile. As for the risk-neutral distribution it is even simpler as we
already have the entire distribution function of NIG type. The MLE profile of the
four methods are compared in Figure 4.3.
Immediate we can observe that
1. Black-Scholes gives a more conservative estimation then other three methods.
The further in time, the greater the difference. This is due to the fact that
Black-Scholes model assumes constant volatility but in fact the volatility de-
creases in time as we can observe from the implied volatility surface 4.1.
2. Risk-Neutral Distribution Method gives similar profile as Heston-model and
CEV model, even at a percentile as high as 95%. This proves that Risk-
Neutral Distribution Method could be used as an alternative method for credit
exposure modeling. The closeness of the three curves can be attributed to the
strong modeling ability of risk-neutral distribution as the proposed method
takes into account four moments rather than two moments of Black-Scholes
model.
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Fig. 4.3: 95% Maximum Likely Exposure (MLE)/Peak Exposure (PE) Profile of
AAPL
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Fig. 4.4: Expected Exposure(EE) Profile of AAPL
For expected exposure, we have similar results shown in Figure 4.4.
This is similar to the previous profile as 95% MLE and EE has a relative stable







according to discussion in previous chapter.
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CDS Spread and Probability of Default We obtain the CDS spread quote of
the counter-party JPM from Bloomberg data service.
6M 1Y 2Y 4Y 3Y 5Y 7Y 10Y
16 27.2 40.5 52 64 83.3 107.7 125.7
Table 4.4: CDS Spread (in basis point)
With the CDS spread, we calibrate the curve of probability of default (PD) as shown
in 4.5
























Fig. 4.5: Probability of Default
The methodology of calibration can be found in [Hull and White, 2000]. When
Hull and White published their paper in 2002, their CDS pricing model did not
incorporate CVA. However this will not bias the computation of PD if we assume
the market is efficient. When the CDS market is efficient, the credit spread already
takes into account the effect of credit-worthiness change brought by CVA. As a
result, the PD backed out by CDS spread is still a valid estimation. Beside CDS
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spread, default probabilities can also be estimated from the observable prices, and
options on common stock or historical data.
Credit Value Adjustment The Risk-Neutral Distribution Method is appropriate
for CVA computation as it involves pricing the expected losses equivalent to a traded
insurance that is measured by the no-arbitrage asset pricing theorem.
Assuming J.P.Morgan as counter party with 40% recovery rate, we calculate the
Credit Value Adjustment defined in last chapter using four different expected expo-






Table 4.5: Credit Value Adjustment of AAPL having JPM as counter-party
The three CVA obtained using Heston simulation, CEV simulation and Risk-Neutral
Distribution Method are similar and are 10% lower than Black-Scholes CVA. This
is perfectly explainable as the Black-Scholes EE curve dominates the other three
curves.
Case II: The bank sells the forward. When the bank sells forward, the situa-
tion is flipped and the risk profile will not be the same as the risk-neutral distribution
is not symmetrical. The above method still applies but the payoff must be adjusted
accordingly. The result obtained is shown in Figure 4.6.
We observe that
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(a) 95% MLE Profile of AAPL

























(b) EE Profile of AAPL
Fig. 4.6: Risk profiles when bank sells a forward
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1. We have an ”striking” observation: in contrary to the case where the banks
buys the forward, the Black-Scholes MLE is smaller than the other three mod-
els. This can be explained by the negative skew presented in risk-neutral
distribution (see Table 4.3). The skew cannot be model by Black-Scholes but
is correctly picked up by the other three methods.
2. The Risk-Neutral Distribution EE curve, Heston model EE curve and CEV
model EE curve are still similar. Black-Scholes EE curve is slightly higher
than the other three. This can be explained by the kurtosis presented in the
other three methods, just as in the previous case. However this time the effect
is less prominent because the negative skew increases the EE of the other three






Table 4.6: Credit Value Adjustment of AAPL having JPM as counter-party
From 4.6 we noticed that the Heston and Risk-neutral Moments CVA are slightly
lower than CEV model CVA and Black-Scholes CEV. But the difference is not
significant.
What does it all mean for banks? At least we learn two things:
1. Banks cannot use naive models like Black-Scholes model to calculate Credit
Risk exposure. In the simple forward example, CVA is on average 10% more
than other two models while using conservative volatility assumption. The dif-
ference causes issue in RWA calculation, derivatives pricing and CVA hedging.
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2. The Risk-Neutral Distribution Method presents an possible alternative credit
exposure modeling approach to the simulation method.
The fact that risk profiles, especially for expected exposure, obtained from Heston
model and Risk-Neutral Distribution Method are similar can be explained: we can
think of the problem of calculating the expected exposure profile as pricing an Eu-
ropean digital option for each day. As in [Ghysels and Wang, 2011] the authors
proved risk-neutral moments combined with NIG/VG distribution can price Euro-
pean vanilla options similar to Heston model, we are not be surprised by the fact
that it gives a similar EE result as Heston model does.
4.3 Practical Issues and Assessment of the Alter-
native Method
4.3.1 What if BKM cannot be applied in the infeasible re-
gion?
If the skewness-kurtosis combination is not far from the feasible region (as we can
see from Figure 2.1 that this is indeed the case for most of the points outside the
feasible region), we can increase kurtosis until the skewness-kurtosis combination is
in the region. This adjustment will increase the MLE, EE and hence CVA. For risk
management purpose, it is acceptable to obtain a higher credit risk measures since it
is a more conservative estimate. However, it is worth noting that a higher estimated
CVA may cause higher cost over-pricing and over-hedge which makes the business
less competitive and less profitable.
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If the skewness-kurtosis combination is very far from the feasible region, then Risk-
Neutral Distribution Method is no longer applicable. Either we can find a distribu-
tion with a larger feasible region; either we have to switch back to the simulation
method.
4.3.2 How to obtain credit measures of the dates where no
option data is available?
In order to obtain an implied volatility for arbitrary strikes and maturities, we can
interpolate or smooth the discrete data. We can do this either with a parametric
form or in a non-parametric way. For instance, it is common practice in the financial
industry to use (piecewise) polynomial functions to fit the implied volatility surface
[Cont and da Fonseca, 2002]. Once we have the volatility surface, we can obtain the
option prices and proceed as usual.
4.3.3 Comparison between Two Methods
Advantages The Risk-Neutral Distribution Method has the potential to be an
alternative modeling approach of credit risk measurement and CVA valuation, and
it presents several advantages compared to the existing simulation approach:
1. The method can make use of all option prices as input.
2. The calculation is fast and straight forward compared to computer-intensive
simulation methods.
3. The method can model tail risk well by taking into account skewness and kur-
tosis. Although Heston simulation also consider fat tails, but BKM explicitly
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considers all four moments. From a point of view of parametric probability,
considering four moments is better than the Black-Scholes model which only
uses two moments, because there are more degrees of freedom to describe the
density function.
Shortcomings However there are still many practical issues to consider:
1. The method cannot work with path-dependent products like Bermuda and
American options, the reason being that the method cannot produce condi-
tional probability in any future dates.
2. The method cannot be applied when risk-neutral moments cannot be calcu-
lated due to lack of data or feasible region problem explained in chapter 3.
3. It is difficult to adapt the method to complex structured products involving
multiple assets since it cannot handle correlations.
4. Netting is difficult for a large basket of financial products.
Nonetheless, there still exists a large portion of the products where the method is
applicable like currency swap. In addition, for some foreign exchange products we




This study examines an alternative modeling approach, called Risk-Neutral Distri-
bution Method, for credit risk measurement as well as CVA valuation. The method
starts from calculating the risk-neutral moments of the return of the underlying us-
ing the BKM method. Then we proceed by translating the risk-neutral moments
into risk-neutral distribution using NIG/VG distributions. A-type Gram-Charlier
Expansions is also studied and compared with NIG/VG but NIG/VG distribution
class is finally chosen thanks to their greater feasible region and easier computation.
The study then exhibits several important credit risk measures in the banking in-
dustry such as MLE and EE. It presents the closed-form and simulation as existing
methods of calculation. The study identifies the risk-neutral distribution as the key
factor in the calculation of all credit risk measures. Finally, the study combined the
two chapters and presents the alternative Risk-Neutral Distribution Method using
a simple equity forward as an example using real world data. In addition, the credit
risk measures obtained through four different methods are compared and we demon-
strated that the proposed Risk-Neutral Distribution Method is a viable alternative
at least for some OTC products.
The method is straightforward and does not require many models or intensive calcu-
lation. However, it has its own limitation due to limited range of applicable products
and inability to handle easily netting and aggregation which is important for a bank
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owning a large number of counter-parties and portfolios.
The method is still not mature enough to replace the existing simulation approach.
However, for some products and counter-parties, it can be employed as an alterna-
tive method. Banks could consider implementing this method on those applicable
products and portfolio to fulfill the Prudential Valuation requirements from regula-





Proof of BKM method
With the prices of out-of-money puts and calls, we can price any European style
derivative whose payoff is twice differentiable with respect to the underlying.
Lemma 1. [Carr and Madan, 2001] If the payoff of a derivative f(St) is twice
differentiable with respect to the underlying St, then it can be replicated by replicated
by a unique initial position of f(S0) − f ′(S0)S0 unit discount bonds, f ′(S0) shares
and f ′′(K)dK out-of-the-money options of all strikes K:








Proof. [Bakshi et al., 2003] The fundamental theorem of calculus implies that for
any fixed F :




























Since f ′(F ) does not depend on u and applying Fubini’s theorem:












Performing the integral over u yields:




f ′′(v)(S − v)dv + 1S<F
∫ F
S
f ′′(v)(v − S)dv




f ′′(v)(S − v)+dv +
∫ F
0
f ′′(v)(v − S)+dv
Setting F = S0, the initial stock price, gives equation:




f ′′(K)(S −K)+dK +
∫ S0
0
f ′′(K)(K − S)+dK
Since f(St) can be replicated by a linear combination of assets, because of the no
arbitrage condition :








We can now study the risk-neutral moments of τ -period log return. The τ -period
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log return is defined as R(t, τ) ≡ ln(S(t+ τ))− ln(S(t))
Theorem 1. The τ -period risk-neutral return variance, skewness and kurtosis can
be retrieved from the market prices of OTM calls and puts :
V ARQt (τ) =e
rτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2
SKEWQt (τ) =
erτWt(τ)− 3µt(τ)2erτVt(τ) + 2µt(τ)3
[erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2]3/2]
KURTQt (τ) =
erτXt(τ)− 4µt(τ)Wt(τ) + 6µt(τ)2erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)4
[erτVt(τ)− µt(τ)2]2
with µt(τ) = e
rτ − 1 − 1
2!
erτVt(τ) − 13!erτWt(τ) − 14!erτXt(τ). The price of volatility
contract,the cubic and the quadratic contract:









2(1 + ln (K/St))
K2
Pt(τ ;K)dK
Wt(τ) ≡ EQ[R(t, τ)3] =
∫ ∞
St

























can each be formulated through a portfolio of options indexed by their strikes.
Proof. Let µ = EQ[R(t, τ)] the mean return, then the risk-neutral moments are
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Now consider three payoffs: ”quadratic contract” R(t, τ)2, ”cubic contract” R(t, τ)3





6 ln (K/S(t))− 3(ln (K/S(t))2
K2
(R(t, τ)4)′′ =
12(ln (K/S(t))2 − 4(ln (K/S(t)))3
K2
and the results follow from Lemma 1.













By reorganizing the terms, we obtain the expression.
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